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INTRODUCTION.
TEE history of these investigations goes back to 1921, when a genetic
analysis of an lye generation fl'om T. tu~'yid.u~ • T. v.ulya~/ewas attempted.
Of the new types that appeared in this F2 one of the most striking was
the- one now usually known as speltoid. Special attention was paid to it,
paz~ly because its distinctive featm'es suggested that it would provide
favm~rable material for discovering how new characters arose in the ~F2,
and:partly because it appeared to be associated with the high chromosome number of the vulga~'e parent. To understand the reason for this,
and other similar assqoiations, seemed important.
These problems were finally solved in 1926 and the conclusions have
alreacly been published(l~). It was found that the keeled ghune of
tu~yidum and the rmmd glmne of vulga,re were associated with other
characters such as gltmae thickness and ear density, that these characters
were all due to a Single pah 9 of factors K and k, and that speltoids were
simply KK-wdgare plants, thus :
wdffa~:e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
r o t m d : g l u m o d t u r g i d u m ( e x t r a c t e d f r o m t~he
tu~yidu~u xvulgare cross) . . . . . .
....

42,-chromosome-kk

spel~oid = 4 : 2 - K K

28-chromosorac-kk

turgidun~=2S-KK

so that from the cross tu~yidum "< vulyare we obtain the two new types,
speltoid and round-glumed tu'~yidum.
J o u r a . of Gen. x x
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But if we examine the four types in question it is by no means obvious
from their appearance that the two ~12-chromosome types differ in the
same factor as the two 28-chromosome types (P1. I, figs. b, c; e,f), and at
this stage the work proceeded in two directions, as described in this
paper. The first was a morphological study of the exae~ eflect of K. The
second was concerned with the relation of speltoid to other wheat types.
I~ was found that the glume and rachis characters of round-glumed
wt~yefe, speltoid and Spdta--the three most diistinct 42-chromosome
types--were due to three factors k, K and Ks, which form a series of
laul~iple allelomorphs, or more probably consist of groups of completely
linked :factors showing a similar relationship. J3ut since K, the central
germ of this series, is the factor that gives the distinctive keel found in
most members of the 28-chromosome wheat group, the question arose
whether ~he other factors in the series also occur in this group; and
if so, whether these three factors alone, or other factors in the same
series, are suftioient to account for all the principal glume and rachis
types found in the two groups. It will be shown that very probably
they are.
Lager in the paper the question whether k, K and Ks should be
regarded each as a single factor or as a group of closely linked factors is
discussed; but as it is not yet possible ~o decide this finally the former
view is adopted for simplicity in the earlier sections.
The morphological studies were based on a detailed examination of
the following forms: T. dicoccu~ var. Ajar; T. tu~'gidum var. l~ivet;
round-glumed tu~'gidum exbacted from the cross Swedish h'on x l~ivet;
T. pe~'sicum Vav. vat. Persian Black; T. Npelta vats. Grey Spelt and
White Spelt; a speltoid form exbacted from the cross Swedish Iron
x Rivet; T. vulgate vat. Swedish Iron.
They were confirmed by examk~ng a large number of types of the
species dicoccum, tvxgidum, du~'um, vulga~'e and S.pe~ta, as far as this
could be done without dissecting the earsL
In the various crosses to which reference is made the parent forms
were ~hose named above, and also T. du~'um vat. Indian l~unner and
T. vulgate vat. Yeoman.
Except for the recognition of f. persicum Vav., I have followed the
classification of the genus given by Percival in his monograph(is).
i I a m indebted to Professor Poroiwl for giving me facilities, on several occasions, for
exmmining his magnifieen~ oolleotion of wheats from all parts of the world; b u t t have n o t
y e t h~d time to s t u d y M1 these forms in relation ~o t h e characters deM~ with in this
p~Der.
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THE TYPES OF THE zI2-0HI~O~OSO~{E GROUP.

The group has been divided into the following species: T. v.~dya're
I t /o st. , T . sl)hc~e~.ococc~m Pcrciv., T. co~r~)c~ct'wmI{ost. and T. Speltc~ L.
The lasfi-~?amed species is sharply differentiated from ~he rest by its
tough, keeled glumes firmly investing the grain, by its brittle rachis and
very lax ear. Wi~h the possible exception of a few forms of vzdgc~'e te
be mentioned later, the species other than S~elt~z are characterised by
a tough rachis, an ear of variable density but nearly always much denser
~han that of S2dgc~, and loose glumes that are rounded a~ the base or
wealdy keeled. They are easily separated from each other by other
characters, bug all are closely allied. The other form to be considered is
st~elt0id , which resembles S2elta in its ~ongh, sharply keeled glmnes and
lax ear, bug has a ~ough rachis. This form is not cultivated, but arises
occasionally as a mu~an~ from v~@~'e, to which ig is similar in all but
-the characters mentioned. It will be shown that the ~hree glume and
raGhis gypes---wdgc~'e t, spel~oid and 6'/)e~ta--are due to three multiple
alMomm:phs, k, IK and Ks. The relation is not expressed by wdgc~re -= sV,
speltoid A sv, ,g/)el~a = SV, as has been supposed(% 17).
Other workers have dealt with the relation between ~5'~JeZtc~and
r
(6, 8, 11), and as my own results are in agreement ig is only necessary
go give a brief account, iv~ from v%Zya~'e• ~S'~elta gave a ratio of 83
vulgate : 163 intermediate : 91 S~eg~, or nearly 1 : 2 : 1. The heterozygefies fluctuate from almost like vulga~'e to ahnosg like Spelta, and the
character differences determined by k and Ks are the above-mentioned
dit/erences between S'/)eZt~ and szdyc~'~'s type forms. From Spe~c~ the
heterezygotes can be distinguished by ~he fact ~hat their glumes can be
pulled away from the grains somewhat more easily; from vadga~'e the
separation may be mere difficult, but can be effected on the basis of
a weak development of ~he collar at ~he base of the gtume, sligh~
%oughness ef glume, and somewhat flatter faced glume. In all hegerozygotes ~he Nl~el~ characters are most highly developed towards the
top of ~he ear, and least at the bottom. The mos~ complete study of
~he cress has been made by Nilsson-Leissner~u), who has continued the
fnvestigation to F~. He concludes that only a single factor is involved,
but ~hat in the he~erozygo~es the "degree of spelting" depends on several
indepehdent modifying factors, which primarily at/oct the laxity of the
ear bo~h in ghe he~erozygous and the hemezygons forms; the laxer ghe
Itere, and in later sections of this paper, I refer only ~o ~he ro(md@umedwNeties.
Tliese, ~nd the wea~ldykeeled forms, make up gl~ebulk of gl~especies. The question is
dealg with more fully in t.heconclusion.
1-2
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ear, the more Spelta-like the plant. Leighty and Boshnakian(s) give
evidence for the existence of a two-factor difference in some ~)eltc~
• st@are crosses, but Nilsson-Leissner has cri~icised this conclusion.
It has been shown(Is) that the speltoids extracted from the cross
sulga.re • turgidum differ fl'om st@are by a single factor K. Here again
a 1 : 2 : 1 ratio is obtained; the intermediates fluctuate from almost like
speltoid to Mmost like st@are, and the speltoid characters are most
developed at the top of the ear. The normal type of speltoid mntant
studied by Nilsson-Ehle (lo) also differs from vulgate by one factor; as is
well known the other mutants give irregular ratios and have been shown
by Winge(lr to exhibit irregular chromosome behaviom'.
To show that, with the three types in question, we are dealing with
a series of multiple Mlelomorphs, and not with multiple factors, several
lines of evidence were open. The cross speltoid x S~Je~ta, which would
complete the case, has not been made; but the cross turgidu,m • Sf)elta
should serve equally well, as we shall see, to show that K is alle!omorphio
to Ks. Farther it will be shown that, morphologically, vulgate, speltoid
and ,5'29elta form a graded series; and finMly (p. 19) that K and Ks
probably show the same linkage value with the factor for awns.
To recapitulate briefly the conclusions of an earlier paper (16), it was
found that the formula for turgidum is 28-ehromosome-KK, for vulga~:e
~2-chromosome-kk, and for speltoid 62-chromosome-KK--K and k being
carried by chromosomes that pair and segregate normally in the species
hybrid; while the glume difference between turgidum and speltoid is due
to the ex4ra vulga~'e chromosomes. Hence, if Ks is allelomorphio to the
speltoid factor K, the cross turgidum x Spelta (~I2-chromosome-KsKs)
should give no round-glumed (kk) forms; and this was found to be the
ease. A more detailed description of the results of this cross will be given
on a later page (p. 10), but it may be stated here tha~ we do actually get
all the types that would be expected on the assumption that K and Ks
are al!elomorphs, and no others.
The morphological comparison between the types vt@are, speltoid
and Sfeltc~ will be given in detail since later in the paper a comparison
will be made between these three types and thg corresponding types of
the 28-chromosome group. The characters dealt with are all governed
by the factorial series we are discussing and are :--the keel of the glume
and the development of the secondary nerves, the thickness of the
glume, the collar at its base, its shape, the density of the ear, and the
structlu'e of the rachis. If we pass up the series from vulgate, through
speltoid to Spelta, we find that the following changes occur:
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(1) An increased thickness of the glume, illustrated by the transverse
sections shown in Text-fig. 1 a-c and the longitudinal sections shown in
Te~-fig. 2 a-o. The greatest increase occurs towards the base of the
ghmae,
/
and in S~elta is c'~rried further up than in speltoid. Here, as
with some of the other characters, transverse sections do not alone form
a basis for comparison, since the thickness varies at different levels up
the glume.
(2) The keel is greatly developed; it is broader in Nl)elta than in
speltoid, but this may be the result of the increase in thickness of the
glume (see Tex~-fig. 1 a-e). In wheat the keel is not equally developed
all the w a y up the glume; the figures are drawn from glumes cut
transversely across the centre, at which point the development is least.
(3) The lateral nerves are weak but variable in vulgate , and highly
developed in speRoid (Text-fig. 1 and Plate I, fig. f). In S'pelta they
are clearly visible on the face, but in most forms (as in Text-fig. t c)
they are not visible in a section out across the centre because the increase
in thickness of the whole glume has included a filling-in of the spaces
between the lateral nerves.
(4) The collar at the base of the glume is almost absent in vulga~'e
andis well marked in speltoid (Text-fig. 5 e,f; p. 1@ In Spelta it is again
very well developed but its upper limit is made less eonspicnmm by the
great increase in thickness of the glume itself just above the collar,
which, however, stands out very clearly from the raehis below it.
(5) The face of the glume becomes progressively flatter. This can
be seen in the longitudinal sections (Text-fig. 2 a-e) but cannot be shown
adequately by figures.
(6) Speltoid is laxer in t h e ear than vulpare, but Nioelta shows little
additional increase (PIate I, figs. e,f, g). Nilsson-Leissner(ng comparing
8~)elta with speltoids that have originated as mutants, speaks of the
former as distinctly:more lax; bnt I have extracted very lax speltoids
from species crosses. L a i t y of ear is undoubtedly affected by a number
of factors, and, after 9omparing (by eye) several Nfelta forms with my
speRoid types, I feel tmcertain whether anyincrease in laxRyis necessarily
associated with the factor Ks, i.e. with the S~elta type.
(7) The raehis becomes progressively thinner in longitudinal section.
This is most marked iust above the points where the spikelets are
at, taehed. There is_less change from speltoid to Npelta than from vulpare
to speltoid.
(8) Vulga~'e has a tough rachis. In speRoid it is also tough, except
that if the upper portions of the ear are rubbed fairly gently the rachis

d

Tex~-fig. 1. Transverse sections through centres of glumes. (a) i~ouud-glumed vulgate,
(b) spel~o~d, (c) S~)elta, (d) roand-glumed ~urgidum, (e) ~u~'gidum~ (f) dicoccum,
(g) persicum. Drawings made wi~h the aid of camera lucid~. It. =keel, n;---lateral
nerve, x 7.

Tex~-fig. 2. Longit~udin~I sections througil glumes, showing lower portions olfly, Let~ering
as in Text-fig; 1. C~mer~ lueid~ dry,rings,

x 7.
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breaks in the manner typical of ~_~2)elta:that is it breaks just below the
spikelet, so that each spiketet carries the portion of the raehis t h a t
c o m e s above it (Text-fig. 3 a, and Text-fig. ~1-b). If the lower part of
the ear is rubbed hard the rachis is sometinles torn off just above the
spikelet, where the raehis is rather ~hin, so that the spikelet carries with
it the portion of the raehis that lies below it, as iu dicoccu~n. In Npelta
the rachis is brittle, and readily breaks in the way described--just below
each spikele~. Bu~ as the raehis is very thin just above the spikelet it
will break at this poin~ fairly easily if prevented from breaking at the

8.....

I
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Text-fig. 3. D i a g r a m m a t i c . (a) T. 5'pelta. (b) T. dicoccum. I n Spelta the r a e h i s b r e a k s
below the s p i k e l e t a t A ; in dicoccum a b o v e a t B. s. = spikelet, r. = raehis.

usual place; that is it breaks in the dicoccum manner, viz. at B (Textfig. 3 b) instead of at z/(Text-fig. 3 a). Evidently in the three 4:2-ctm'omosome types there is an increase in weakness of the rachis both above
and below the spikelet as we go from k to Ks; but in this group the
weakness becomes greatest just above the spikelet and fracture occurs
herewhen it does occur. II~ should be mentioned that brittleness of the
raehis does not develop to its full in Npelta until the ear is ripe, and the
character of the raehis in other ~I2-ehromosome wheats depends to some
extent upon:external conditions. An interesting example of this was
seen in the case of an American variety known as Marquillo. This is a
wdga~'e wheat with a slightly keeled glume; it is not suited to conditions
at Cambridge, where it suffers severely from attacks of Pucciniaglumarum,
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and the rachis has a marked tendency to break like that of Nl)elta, a
tendency which it does not show when grown in America t.
Evidently S2elta is characterised by an intensification of some of
the features t h a t distinguish speltoid from vulgate. This is seen in (1)
thickness'of glmne, (5) a flatter faced glume, (7) structure of rachis and
(8) brittleness of rachis; it is less clear in (2) the keel, (3) lateral nerves,
(4) collar of the ghune, or (6) ear density. I think ig may be taken t h a t
this agrees with the supposition that the tba'ee types are due to a series
of three multiple allelomorphs. The fern' characters in which an increase
is less evident are difficnlt to jndge exactly; nor in my opinion is an
increased development of all the characters a necessary consequence of
the suggested relationship.
N.ilsson-Leissner looks upon the speltoid mutants as diluted N2elta
types, in agreement with my description, though he expresses the
genetic relationship somewhat differently to accord both with his own
observations and with the theory of Wings(17). Winge's theory of the
origin of speltoid mutants demands that 2. vul#are, being a hexaploid
species, should contain in its gametes three similar sets of 7 chromosomes
each instead of 21 different ones; and, considering only one chromosome
from each set of 7, he writes the haploid formula of vulgate A B e and of
speltoid ABB, where A, B and r denote similar but not identical
chromosomes. Nilsson-Leissner writes the factors in these chromosomes
as follows:
A

B

6"

A

B

6'

A

B

n I

11

12

L2

La

N~ella

Vulgate

Speltoid

1~

B
lz I

L2

His s is m y Ks, and his S my k. L 1 and L~, etc. are factors which
affect the laxity of the ear and, agreeably with his conclusion mentioned
above, give a speltoid (diluted SFslta ) type if enough of them are present.
If Winge's views are aCcepted--they are considered again on p. 1 9 - - m y
view would differ from Nilsson-Leissner's in that I should suppose B
to carry K, allelomorphic to k and Ks, instead of L 1 and L~. I am not
quite clear what results to expect, oll Nilsson-Leissner's theory, from the
cross speltoid x ~5'pelta. Assuming classification to be possible it would
1 I am flldebf~ed~o Mr Olaf S. AamodLof fills Officeof Cereal Investigations,:Bureau
of Plan~ Industry, United Sfia~esDepartment of Agriculture, Washhlg~on,for sending me
ears of Marquillogrown under Americancondifilons.
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on my view probably give a ratio of 1 speRoid : 2 intermediate : 1 Spelta,.
There is however the possibility that ghe i~ would breed true to the
in~ermecliage condition, giving in i~, and later generations ueRher of the
parental types but a range of intermediates that breed true. This possibility will not be considered further here as it would lead us too far from
ore' present subject, bug it is hoped to discuss the matter in detail at an
early opporftmRy. In the meagtime reference may be made to Darlington(%
As ah'eady staged, I have taken in this paper the view that k, K
and Ks are related as a muRiple allelomorphic series, and this is confirmed
by their relation to the factor for awns, given on a lager page. DimeuRies
in the way of expressing wRh certainty the relation between the types
are considered in the conclusion.
TIIE TYPES

oF TIlE 28-0I-II~ONOSO~IE ~I~OUP.

Some of the species in this group are not very well separated, and it
is not certain that the present classification is final. The following are the
species that have been recognised by one or other of the two leading
authorities, Percival and Vavilov: 2". dicoccum Sehtibl. and its wild form
f . dicoecoides Ktrn., f . orientale Pertly., f . du~'u~n Desf., f . 2~olo~gcum L.,
ft. turgidum L., f . 2yramidale Pereiv. and 1/'. pe~'sicu~ Vav.
With regard to the glume and rachis characters we can recognise
three main types~
(1) With keeled tough glumes and brittle rachis, the raehis breaking
just above the spik~le~, instead of just below as in Spelta (Text-fig. 3).
All forms of disoccoides and some of dicoccum 1 fall into this class. The first
Of these will not be considered further as R is separated from dicoccum
b y characters other than. those we are considering.
(2) With keeled, loose glumes, and a tough rachis. This description
applies to all forms of orientals, ioolonicum, durum, tu~'gidum and pyramidale (but see later, p. 23, for a fuller discussion), and without doubt
these species must he regarded as closely allied. Some forms of dicoccum
also fall into this class. Polonicum is readily distingttished by its very
long papery glumes, and some associated characters, which are all due
to l~ single factor difference from du~'um or turgidum , as shown by
Biffen(ll and Engledow(3). Du~'um and turcjidum are not always easily
Separated, but this can usually be done by the character of the grain
and the hairs on the yomlg leaves. Since they are alike in their glumes
1 ~. dicoccum Schrk. is absolutely defined by these eharae~ers. T. clicoccum Sehiibl.,
the classification ado]pried by Peroivaluo.), includes in addition a number of forms with
~ough raehis and loose glu.mes.
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they will be considered here together. O,rientalealld pyramidale are two
species recently made by :PercivM02); the former is close to dicoccum
and &~rum and the latter to turgi&~m.
(3) With rmmded, loose glmnes and a tough rachis = 2. persicum Vav.
]?Iereafter in this paper the first of these three types will be referred to
as dicoccum, the second as tu~'gid'umor chmtm, and[ the third as persicum.
Just as we have three principal ginme aud rachis types in the 42chromosome group--w@are (kk), speltoid (KK) and Spelta (KsKs)--so
have we three mail1 types in the 28-chromosome group, and the types
in the two groups are to a large extent parallel. Now speltoid differs
from vulgate by the factor K that gives the keel to the glume of turgidum:
the latter species is 28-chromosome-KK, vulga,re is 4-2-kk, and speltoid
42-KK. This suggests the question, what is the type 28-KsKs? Further,
could we identify this with dieoe~m and embrace all the types within
a scheme involving ouly three factors in a single multiple allelomorphic
series? The obvious dimculty is that although dieoceum and Speka both
have tough ginmes and a brittle rachis, they differ morphologically in
that the rachis of the former breaks just above the spikelet, and that
of the latter just below. Nevertheless, this solution has a great deal of
evidence in its favour and the following formulae are tentatively suggested for the six types found in the cultivated wheats of the second
(28-chromosome) and third (42-chromosome) groups:
vulgate = 4 2 : e h r o m o s o m e - k k
2ersicum =28-tr2k + some o~her

change

spcl~oid = 4 2 - K K
dturgidum
urum
t~ = 28 "~

Spelta =42-KsKs
dicoccum= 2 8 - K s K s .

To establish this will take at least three years' breeding work. But
three lines of evidence now available strongly suggest the identity of the
Spelta and dicoecum factors, and wilt be considered fully. The first was
provided by a cross between turgidum and Spelta which I had to hand;
the second by a comparison of the morphology of the six types ; the third
by examining the literature on crosses between various "species of the
second and thh'd groups.
If we assume, as explained earlier (p. 4), that K is allelomorphic
to Ks then the expectation from turgidum (28-KK) x N2elta (42-KsKs) is
as follows:

(I) turgidum--28-KK,
and ~ransitioa forms, With intermediate chromosome mlmber, to
(2) speltoid--42-KK;
(3) the new type 28-KsKs,

A. E . WATK~'~S
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and transition forms, as before, to

~4) ~pelta--~2-KsKs ;
(5) the form 28-KKs,
and transition forms go
(6) sp;ltoid-Spelta heterozygoge--42-KKs.
It will be clear that no aeem'ate classification of such an/~2 can be
expected; especially on account of the various transition forms ~hat m a y
be expected to be associated wibh a chromosome nmnber intermediate
between 28 a~d 42. Such wan the case, but there was no question ~ha,t
the expected types were all presen% and no obhers. A n / ~ of 145 plants
was examined. The types tu~'gidum , speltoid, Spelta, with intermediates
and heterozygotes, were found as expected and need no comment. In

Tex~-fig. 4. Single sl~ikelets to show breMdng of the rachis: (a) T. dicocc~am, e~rrying the
portion of the raehis t h a t lay below the spikelet; (b) ~. ~S'~gelta,carrying the portion
of the ract~is that lay above the spikeIet; (c) spikele~ of a plant obtained from the
cross Sl)eltc~x turgidum, and breaking like dicoccum; (d) spikelet from another p l a n t
from ~he cross Sl~elta x turgidum; ears from ~his plant broke in some places like
dicocCu~i~and in others like S2elta and the spikelet shown carries the portion of the
raohis from above, like Spells, as well as the portion of the rackis from below, like
dicoccum. All naturM size.

addition, were turgidum forms with tough glumes suggesting dicoccu~n
in shape, and a rachis that broke like dicoccum (Text-fig. 4 c). These
forms were numerous: they were not occasional appearances that might
be due to some unexpected irregularity. Presmnably this is ~he expected
form 28:KsK s ; and apparently the Syeltct factor Ks produces the dicoccu~)~
chal'aeter wl~enSransferred to a 28-chromosome species. Confirmation
was provided b y t h e existence of transi~ionM forms between Spelta and
this dicoccum-like t~o'gidum. These have a brittle rachis, bu~ wheu an
ear in rubbed out it breaks in parts like dicoccum and in parts like Sl)elta ,
i n n more or less random manner. From one and the same ear one
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therefore obtains spikelets carrying a portion of the rachis like dicoceu'm,
and spiketets carrying a portion in the manner of 5~felta (Text-fig. ~id).
In parenthesis, it should be mentioned that the dicoccum-like forms were
clearly tu~'gidum With this typically dicoccum character: the two species
differ by other characters besides [he tough glumes and brittle rachis.
Only one possible distm'bing featm'e was noticed in the cross, the
significance of which is uncertain: there seemed to be less than the
expected mmaber of plants with a tough rachis.
The evidence from this cross is not perhaps as complete as could be
-wished.; but it clearly supports s~rongly the view I have put forward,
and no more definite conclusion could be hoped for.
Fttrther evidence was sought by examining the results described by
various authors for other crosses between the second and thh'd groups of
Wheat species. The theory we are considering demands the following
results :
(1) Dicocoum (28-KsKs) x qmZga~'e(42-kk) should give the two new
types Sl)elta and round-glumed dicoccum, and no others.
(2) Dicoccum • Spelta (~2-KsKs) should give only Sfelta, dicoccum
and transition types.
(3) T~L~'gidumandduq'um(28-KK) • w@a~'eshould give two newtypes,
namely spettoid and round-glumed t~'pidum or d~o'um, and no others.
That this is so appears from my own observations both on tuqgidum •
wdga~'e and on du~'~m • vulgar'e, and from those of other workers.
((f) Tu~'gidum and du~'um • Spelta. This has been described and
agrees with expectation. The new type dicoceum appears.
On the whole this expectation is borne out remarkably well; though
considerable caution has to be used in interpreting many of the results
that have been reported at one time or another. The crosses in question
show various irregularities owing to the parental differences in chromosome number, and no critical analysis has previously been attempted.
Usually the results have only been described in general terms; and
though we can infer, since wheat species are most often diagnosed by
the type of gtume and rachis, that the description "&~rum" probably
means a 28-chromosome wheat with a strongly keeled ginme, we cannot
always be sure of this. It is only rarely that particular characters are
described accurately. This difficulty is most apparent in the earlier
papers, since classification of the wheat forms has only approached
finality in recent years. It is fairly certain, for instance, that in some
cases round-glumed 28-chromosome plants extracted from an intergroup
cross have been described as vulgate simply because they have round
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glmnes. Again it is probable that some authors have called speltoids
T. ~pe~ta or "~'2JeZt-like types." Finally, it has been shown that natural
qrossing occurs fairly frequenbly ia partially sterile wheat hybrids, and
the new forms sometimes noted as occurring in a species cross may
possibly have originated in l;his way. It seems unnecessary therefore to
deal thoroughly with all the crosses that have been described, and
mention will only be made of bwo papers. Of these tlhe resules of
Xajanus(7) are valuable; and this author actually expresses the belief
that ~ql)elta and dicoccu'm owe their tough glumes and brittle raehis to
the same factor, exactly in agreement with my own conclusion. From
bhe cross dicoceum • vulcjare he obtained two new Cypes: ~SiJe)a, and a
form he calls "compressum" described as "vulpa~'e4~hnliolhe Pormen mit
stark abgeplagtetdn ~hren und gedrgnggen 2~hrchen." From this
description i~ is clear Chat his type compresstma is the round-gtumed
dieoscu~n that should segregate from the cross (see later, p. 1~t, for
description of rouM-glumed t~ogidum extracted from tu'~gi&~m • vulgate
crosses). This ~herefore agrees exactly with our expectation given in (1)
above. In an earlier paper he actually shows that this synthetically procluced Nj)e~ta behaves genetically like true Spelta when crossed with
wdpare(a). Malinowskio)reports that dicocou~n • vulgate gives the types
dicocoum, dur,t~m, wdgco'e and ~qpelta. The occm'rence of Spelta agrees
with expectation, but the d~;rum forms were not predicted above in outlining the expectation from ~his cross--their origin will be referred to
in a later paper. Malinowsld also states that, as we expected in (2) above,
the cross ~q2eZtc~• dieoccum gives nothing but ~qpelta and dicoccu~r~forms.
On the whole there is no doubt that the results of other workers
agree well with the scheme here put forward. It is hoped to carry out
critical tests dm'ing the course of the next few years.
We may now consider the final line of evidence--a morphological
comparison of the types. The 42-chromosome types--vulpare (kk),
speltoid (KK)and Lqt)dta (KsKs)--have been described already (p, 5).
It remains to compare the corresponding 2S-chromosome types--roundghxmed tu~idus4 (kk) extracted fzom a tucg~d~t~r~• wtlgare cross,
tu~'pidus~ (KK) and c~ieoceum (KsKs); and to see that the change in the
direction k --, K -~ Ks is the same in the two groups. The relation of the
rouud-glumcd 28-chromosome T. ioersic~s~ to the other species will be considcred la~,'er. The characters Controlled by the factorial series in question
will be given in the same order as before (p. 5). It will be realised of
cottrse that we eanno~ show that the characters are agected to the same
degree in the two groups, only that they are affected in ~he same way.
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(1) In the round-glmned tzt~'gi&~m the glmnes are very thin and
papery in ~extm'e; the progressive increase in thickness in a~'gicl,~m and[
dicoccz~z is apparent in the figures (Text-figs. 1 and 2), and, as before,
occurs chiefly near the base.
(2) The change from k to K gives the keel ;. while in dicoco~m, as in
~5'peltct, the keel is broader (Tex~-fig. 1); but when a large series of
t~t~'gid~t~n,, d~'ztm and dicocc~tm forms is examined it becomes doubtful
whether any increased development of the keel is associated with the
dicocc~m character.

Text-fig. 5. One glume from each of the ears shown in Plate I. (a) T. 1)ersio,t.mvar. "Persian
Black," (b) round-glumed turoid~tm extracted from the cross "Swedish I r o n " x
"tKivet," (c) T. htrgid'tem w r . "I~ivet," (el) T. dicocc2tm vat. " A j a r , " (e) T. wdgarc
var. "Swedish Iron," ( f ) speltoid extracted from the cross "Swedish I r o n " x "P~iveg,"
(rd) f . Spe/l~ vat'. " W h i t e Spelt." All naturM size.

(3) The influence on the lateral nerves is less obvious; partly because
in thin ghtmes the nerves may be rendered more obvious by the reduction
in thickness of the ~issue tyfllg between them (compare p. 5). In t~ive~,
the variety of tz~rgicli~n need in the crosses, ~he lateral nerve is more
prominent than in the extracted round-glmned tz<qidit~, but the degree
of development varies in ditterent a~'giclz~m varieties. In dicoccz~m the
lateral nerves are usually strong, but here again there may be considerable
variation, and in addition the nerves may be obscttred by the increased
thickness of the glume itself. On the whole it is probable that the change
we are considering does cause a greater development of the lateral nerves,
bug this is not certain.
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(d:) There is 11o col}ar in ~he round-glumed turgidum, and ill consequence of !;his and of the fact that the glumes are very thin ~he latter
are easily detached from the rachis. In tu~qidum the collar is well
marked. In dicoccum, as in ,5~)elta,the collar is strong and well developed
but is obscured along its upper margin by the great thickness of the
glu,ne just above it. It is, however, nearly always defined (as in Spelta)
by the fact ~hat it is formed of different tissue h'om the glume, and :is
therefore of a slightly different colour; also it stands ont very clearly
where it joins ~he rachis.
(5) The glume of round@umed tio'gidum is very rounded on the
face, and that of tu~qidum much flatter; in dicoccu'm, as judged by a
longitudinal section it is still flatter, and in transverse section it is very
flat bctween the keel and the secondary nerve (Text-figs. 1 and 2).
(6) The ear of round-ghuned tu~'pidu~n is very dense and thereby
easily distin~fished from ~hat of turgidum, which is only moderately
dense; in dicoccum there is no marked increase (Plate I, figs. b-d).
(7) The rackis becomes progressively thinner in longitudinal section,
especially just above, the points where the spikelets are attached. This
is most marked in the change from tu~'gidum to dicoccum, and in this
differs i}om the parallel change in the vulgate group.
(8) [['he only brittle rachis form is dicoccum; here the fracturing of
the raehis just above the spikelets is largely due to the extreme thinness
of the rachis at~thesepoints, and this has been deal~ with as character (7).
If the rachis is prevented from breaking above ~he spikelet it will break
just below, at any rate in some forms, and near the top of the ear; but
~his brittleness is probably not great enough to suggest much analogy
with Spelta.
From this description we see that the change from k to K is of the
same nature as in the 42-chromosome group, and the difficulty experienced
in recognising ~his is due to the original differences between round-glumed
turSdum and vulgate. I~ is possible that the intensity with which K acts
differs in the two cases, but when we have completed our discussion of
the relation between the types it will be realised that this migh~ qNte
reasonably be expected.
The change from turgidum to dicoccum is certainly similar to that
from speltoid to Spelta in characters (1), (4), (5) and (7); probably also
in characters (2), (3) and (6), where there is no marked change in either
case. But ~here is still some dit~culty over the bri~tle rachis. In both
groups the change in the direction k -~ K -, Ks brings abou~ an increasing
weakness of the raehis just above ~he spikelet, which is only more extreme
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in dicoccum than in Spelta. But in dicoccum there is no great weakness
below ~he spikeleb; presumably its development in ~l~eltais in some way
connected with the extra vulgate chromosomes, but exactly how is
uncertain.
It remains to eonsider the only round-ghmed 28-chromosome species,
i'. persieu'm. Crossed with vzdga~'ethis form gives only rotmd-glumed
types in f.~. It resembles round-gNmed tu~yi&~mrather closely in its
ghmes (see Text-figs. 1 d, Y; 2 d, Y; 5 g, b), which in both types are
rounded on the face, have very little keel (see especially the transverse
sections in Text-fig. 1 d, g), are thin and papery, and are easily detached
from the rachis. But 2)ersicum has a lax ear and very slender rachis,
while round-glumed ao'gidum has a very dense ear and broad rachis, so
that we cannot consider 2~ersicum as simply a 28-ehromosome-kk form.
The question is discussed more fully later Ok, but we may say here that
it seems likely tha~ K represents a group of two or more linked factors,
and that in 2ersicum gifts linkage has been broken.
T~E E~FEO~ O~~ T ~ ExTaa 0e~O~OSO~*ES O~ T~E
VULGAI~ GROUP.
Having described fully the ~ypes of the two groups we may turn to
consider the change in glume shape and rachis type brought about by
the increase in chromosome mm~ber from 28 to 42, and see if any factorial
scheme can be suggesfied to account for the change. It was pointed out
in an earlier paperCs) that this change is similar to that produced by
the factor K itself, and it was therefore suggested(16) that the extra
chromosomes actually carried a factor K' similar to or identical with K,
the formula for turgidum being KK and for vulgate kkK'K'. We shall
consider this possibility first of all by returning to the eight characters
affected by K; the effect of the extra chromosomes being found by
comparing turgidum (28-KK) with speRoid (42-KK), and round-ginmed
tu~yidz~m (28-kk) with vulgate (42-kk).
It will be seenthat the extra chromosomes affect these eight characters,
considered in the same order as before, much as the factor K does:
(1) For a~'gidum and speltoid, compare Text-figs. 1 b and e, and 2 b
and e, and note the increased thickness of the glume. The glumes of both
wdgare and round-gh~med turgidum are thin and the difference is not
readily seen in the drawings; to the touch, however, the latter is much
thinner and more papery than the former.
(2) The keel of speltoid is broader than that of a~rgich~m(Te~-fig.
1 b and e) but not otherwise more developed. V~dye~'emay have slightly
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more keel than round-gtumed turgiclu~n (Text-fig. 2 a and c~) but in both
the keel is weak.
(3) The lateral nerves of speltoid are more prominent than those of
tu~.gidum (of. Text-figs. 1 and 2).
(~-) ,The Collar at t h ; base of the glume is more marked i~l speltoid
thaix in turflidum. Neither of the round-glumed forms has a noticeable
collar; but the glumes of round-ginned turgidu'rn are more easily detached
than those of vzdga~'e, and this is probably a comparable feature since the
presence of a eotlar makes the ghlmes more difficult to remove.
(5) The face of the glume is flatter in speltoid than in tu'rgidu~z
(compare Te~-figs. ! b and e, 2 b and e). Both round-gIumed tu,rgidu~n
and vz@are are rounded in the lower half, but in the latter the glmne is
flatter in the upper half than it is in the former.
(6) Speltofd has a laxer eat' than turg'idum (Plate I, figs. c and f ) and
w@a~.e a laxer ear than round-ghrmed tu~'gidum (Plate I, figs. b and e).
(7) Seen in longitudinal section the rachis of vulga~'e is thinner than
that of round-ginned turgidum, and of speltoid thinner than that of

turgidum.
(8) It should be noted that although all four forms may be classed
as having a tough raehis, yet speltoid shows some tendency to brittleness
near the top of the spike and tu~'gidu~ shows none.
Evidence of a similar natttre was given in an earlier paper (15) where
a comparisoh was made between two groups of plants obtained from the
cross ? vulgate • ~ F 1 (wdgare x tu~'gidum). The two groups are dist i n g i s h e d by chromosome munber, the first group containing plants
with 35 chromosomes and haying the formula Kk or kk, the sedond with
the same faet0rial formula but having an addition of at least three of
the extra vulgate chromosomes and usually from five to seven, or a total
chromosome number of from 38 to 42. In comparing these two groups,
Whether we compared k k p l a n t s or K k plants, it was found t h a t the
effect of the extra vulcjare chromosomes was to increase the thickness of
the glume, to make the face of the glume flatter, and to increase the
laxity of the ear; while among the K k plants we could also observe an
increased development of the lateral nerves and[ of the collar at the base
of the giume. Again, at one time or another plants of the following
composition have been obtained: 35-chromosome-KK and 28-KK; 35-Kk
and 28-Kk; 35-kk and 28-kk; and comparison of these types once more
leads to the conclusion that the extra chromosomes have a similar effect
to that of the factor K. We cannot in every case quoted observe an effect
on all the eight characters, :for in some cases only three or fottr m a y be
Joum. of Clen. x x
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affected; but when all the cases are considered there is no question
that the extra chromosomes increase the development of all the eight
characters. Thus, if we compare the types 35-Kk and 28-Kk an increase
in thickness of glume is not very apparent, but is very striking when
35-KK is compared with 28-KK.
Finally, the ~1 from speltoid x vul,qa~'e is intermediate, but closer ~o
speltoid than to wdga,re; and in F2 the heterozygotes, though fluctuating
widely, are probably nearer on the average to speltoid. In 5he ~12-chromosome g r o u p therefore there is no question of complete dominance
either of K or k, but possibly K should be regarded as the dominant.
In the 28-chromosome group on the other hand K k plants approach the
round-glumed (kk) form; so much so t h a t sometimes the two types are
difficult to separate. But this agrees with the view here expressed.
K k m a y be nearer to k k t h a n to KK; but if the extra chromosomes carry
air additional factor K', it is not sm'prising to learn t h a t the heterozygous
speltoid (Kk K'K') is nearer to speltoid (KK K'K') than to w@a~'e
(kk K ' K ' ) L
For these reasons it has been concluded that, iu all probability,
the extra wdgc~'e cN-omosomes do actually carry a factor K ' similar to
the factor K. I n support of this is the conclusion reached in an
earlier paper(16) t h a t the inheritance of wax on the foliage must be
explained by giving tu~'gidum t h e formula W W and vulgar t h e formula
w w W ' W ' , where W and W ' are two similar factors. If this be accepted
we can write the genetic formulae of all the glume and rachis types dealt
with in this paper as follows:

persicum= (kk) + some other eh~flge durum
turgldum~! _- tIKK~
dicoccum
= (:KsKs)
/
wdgc~re =(Irk) K'K'
spel~oid =(KK) K'K' Npdta =(t~sKs)K'I4:'
where factors enclosed in brackets are carried by homologous chromosonles.

Since the species o:f the dicoccum group are tetraploid we might expect
each to contain two pairs of factors in the K series; and the species of
the vulga~'e group each to contain three. So far this third[ pair of factors
has not been revealed; but, if it exists, we can conclude t h a t ~u~yidum
and wdgare both possess the same pair(~6), or at any rate t h a t t h e y differ
by two factors t h a t are very close together in the same series of multiple
1 These, and other, considerations make the question of represenf,agion difficult. I have
called the round-glumed form t~ beeCuse it seems fie be the one 1~1which ehar~eters are
~bsenfi, ~nd have looked upon Ks as the highest ~ermin the series. If, however, the roundglumed form proves to be dominant thie representation should be reversed.
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allelomorphs. When other intergroup crosses have been closely analysed
it may be possible fie identify them, and of course it is always
possible that all species of the second and third groups are the same in
this respect.
This section canno~ be conclnded without referring again to the now
well-known theory put forward by Winge(17) to account for the origin
of speltoid mutants, It demands that vulga're should have the
formula, BB CC and speltoid the formula B B BB. Now if the factor
I have called K' is actually the same as the factor K, the formulae I have
given for vulga~'e and spelgoid become k k K K and KK KK respectively;
agreeing exactty wi~h Winge's formulae. I was at first inclined to believe
that K and K' were identical, and since Winge reached his conclusion
from a cytological Study of the origin of speltoids as mutants from
T, eulga~'e, and mine was obtained from a genetic study of their origin
from a species cross, it seemed at first that the conclusions must be
regarded as confirming each other in striking fashion. But now t h a t the
above comparison of the types has been done more thoroughly it seems
to me that we are not justified in going so far: indeed it is obvious t h a t
on the evidence given K' might easily be Ks, or any other term in the
series if other terms exist, and we are unable to identify K' more exactly
by the methods so far used. If we do identify the factors K' and Ks we
must Suppose, to agree with Winge's theory, that the third factor in
vulcja~'e, mentioned above as not yet discovered, is the factor K.
Nilssqn-Ehle, to whom much of ore"knowledge of the genetic behavioar
of speItoid mutants is due, does not believe(lo) that Winge's theory
accmmts adequately for the origin of all the ~ypes he has found, since
some of these involve a change in only a single factor or at any rate in
less fhan a whole chromosome. It is hoped to consider these questions
in mere detail elsewhere.
THE LINKAGE BETWEEN K AND THE FACTOR FOR AWNS.

The evidence so far given that the factors k, K and K s form a multiple
allelomorphie series, though strong, cannot be regarded as complete.
Fortunately coafirmation of this or a closely similar relationship is given
b y the fact that they show the same linkage value with the factor for
awns. In fi}le same way we can confirm the previous conclusion (16) that
speltoid differs from vu~gc~re by the same factor that gives the keel to
tu<qi&~m; since the cross bearded turgidum • beardless vulgate gives the
same linkage value between the factors for awns and for glume keel as is
2-2
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found between awns and speltoid in the cross beardless spdtoid • bearded
Bearded (bb) and beardless (BB) are usually sta~ed as differing by
a single factor with beardless dominant. This result applies be crosses
between fully bearded wheats and the common type of so-called beardless
wheats which have short tips to the paleae, sometimes two eentimetres
or more long at the top of the ear. The Howards(a) describe quite
beardless wheats which differ by two factors from bearded forms. I shall
refer here only to the former, tipped, type. Although there seems no
doubt that the difference in question is really due to a single factor, and
this result has been reported on numerous occasions, most crosses give
in F~ a deficiency of bearded plants. This is usually small, and according
to Kajanus(a/is due to lessened hardiness of the bearded type. I am not
ooilvin.oed that this is always the explanation but shall not discuss the
question further here: the deficiency has to be mentioned however as it
makes it difficult to be s~tre of the exact value of the linkage between
B'and K.
Linkage between B and the factor for the Spelta ear type, which
I have called Ks, has been reported before; thus Kajanus(61 gives a
coupling of 1 : 2 : 2 : 1, ecluivalent to 33 per omit. of crossing over; while
Nilssol>LdssnerC11 gives 35 per crest. M y own figures, given b e l o w ,
agree best with a crossing-over value of 28 per cent.
Bearded Syelta • beardless vulgate F~:
_

Found
Expee~at~ionwith
28 % crossingover

_

z

s

.

Ke~erozygous
S2~eltc~
^

Vulgare

Bearded Beardless Bearded Beardless rBearded Beardless
39
52
2~
135
8
73
~I3
40
33
132
6.5
76

The lack of agreement between observation and expectation is due
to the deficiency of the bearded class.
Nilsson-Ehleco) gives a coupling value of 1 : 2.8 in the case of the
cross beardless speltoid • bearded vz@are. Agreement between observation and expectation is again not very good (the exact figm'es need not
be given here), owing to a deficiency of the bearded class equal to 2.7
times the standard error. Nevertheless the linkage value fotmd by
Nilsson-Ehle, which is eq~valent to 26 per cent. crossing over, agrees
very well with the one I fmmd for the S~)elta • vulgate cross. When we
consider that these two cases are, perhaps, the only certain oases of
linkage known in wheat, it leaves us with practically no doubt t h a t the
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relation between k, K and Ks must be of the nature of a series of mulbiple
allelomorphs ~.
[ t remains to consider the linkage between keeled and bearded in the
cross t~trgi&~)~ • wdgm'e. Genetic results with this cross have been given
elsewhere(l% ] ~ t the inheritance of awns was not described as the data
then avaiiable pointed go the possibility that some undiscovered irregularity might be at work. It will be enough for our present pro'pose to
say that the cross (t,o'girl~m x ~,dgc~'e) ~19 x t~'gid~'m ~, in which there
is no disturbance from sterility, has given a ratio of 33 beardless : 36
bearded, % r y nearly the expected 1 : 1 for a single :factor difference.
ClassNed also for keeled a M round the same cross gave 13 beardless
keeled : 22 bearded keeled : 20 beardless round : 14 bearded round. The
nnmbers are small, but dearly suggest the expected linkage between
bearded (5) and keeled (K), and give a value of about 39 per cent. crossing
over with a standard error of about 6 per cent. This v a n e does not, it is
true, agree any too closely with the 26 per cent. of crossing over found
by Nilsson-Ehle for the factors b and K in the cross beardless spetgoid
x bearded e~dcja~'e; but the discrepancy may well be due to the small
munbers in the t~Lfpid~m • v~dpc~'e back cross, and to the uncertainty
that arises in Nilsson-Ehle's cross from the deficiency of bearded plants.
As we have already said, the fact that linkage exists is itself strong
evidence since no other certain ease is known in wheat ~. It is also possible
that in a cross ~oetween two species differing in chromosome number, as
do t~L~'pid~m and eulpc~'e, crossing over may not ocem" with the same
freqneney as in a cross between two varieties with the same chromosome
n n m b er.
~ONOLUSION.

Before concluding this paper we may discuss more fully the question
whether the factors k, K and Ks really represent single factors or groups
of completely linked factors. In some ways the latter view seems the
more probable. I t is unusual to find a single factor contr011ing the
developmen~ of so many characters as have been attributed to these,
and there is evidence that each may represent at least two completely
linked factors. It seems possible that the keel of the gtume, the development of the secondary nerves, and the eollar at the base, may be due to
one factor only; and it is possible, but less likely, that the same factor
controls the thickness of the ghtme and whether it should be flat or
1 ~[y agtentioll has shleebeen eMled go ~nogher case of linkage, between colour ~n6
haitqness of chaff, given by Kajanus(0).
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rounded on the/ace. But it is far less likely that the rachis characters
should be controlled by this same factor as well. This is supported by
the case of pe~'sicum, which agrees on the whole with round-glumed
tu~yicl~tm in its glume characters, but not in its raehis characters. This
result may be due to a modifying factor in l)c~'sicum, but it is more likely
that k represents at least two completely linked factors, and that the
two forms in question differ by one of these. It should be stated, however,
tha~ the two forms are not identical in their glmne characters (see
Text-fig. 5) ; apart from the well developed secondary tooth of pe~'sicum,
which is no doubt dee to a separate factor, the glmnes of this form,
though fragile, are not detached from the raehis quite so easily as
those of round-glmned tu~'gidum.
Cases of complete linkage are probably not uncommon in Cereal
crosses. Thus Biffen(1) and Engledow(3/found that in crosses between
T. l)olo~zicum and PP. d~t,~'umthe distinctive features of the former--the
long grain, long glume, and some other glume characters--were all due to
a single factor P. Yet a race of ~)olonicumwith tong gNmes and short grains
does exist 1, and it would appear therefore that P represents at least two
factors of which one has been changed to give the short grained race. No
crosses have as yet been made to test this point. In Ho~'deu~n,too, cases of
complete linkage seem to exist (4), though there are complicating feat~vces
here. It may well be significant ~hat in all these instances-4he "factors"
k, K and Ks, T. polonicum, and Ho~'deum--the characters showing
linkage have some clMm to be regarded as specific distinctions.
If it be agreed ~hat K and its Mlelomorphs represent groups of factors,
the further ctuesgion arises to what extent the suggested multiple Mlelomorph relation holds, but this is difficult to answer. The difference
between K and Ks, for example, might be due to the addition of a
modifying or intensifying factor to the linkage group. Nevertheless,
there is little doubt that the morphologicM difference between speltoid
and Spelta is in some respects, if not in all, a quantitative one, and it is
therefore quite likely that if K really does represent a group of factors
then Ks represents a similar group in which one or more of the former
have been changed in a quantitative manner. But, once again, a decisive
answer cannot be given.
To see the genetic results given in this paper in their true perspective
it is necessary to say more about the variation within the genus of the
characters in question.. In the past, classification was based prineipMly
on the glume; vulga~'e and the related coral)serum, for example, were
1 I a m i n d e b t e d eo Professor P e r c i v a l for b r i n g i n g fIds race fie m y no,ice.
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regarded as having a rmmd g h m e and for this reason "Persian Black,"
a variety of the species now known a,s 2. persicum Vav., was at one time
clas%ed as i s. ~)ulga~'e,to which it is ill fact quits unrelated. There is,
I thi~nk, no question that the shape of the glume is extremely important
for classifying whea~s, bttt it is now well known that the presence or
absence of ,a keel is not alone of much importance. Ill vulga~'e round
loose giumed forms are common, and of the others many have only
a weakly developed keel; but in a few forms the keel is fairly strong,
and, as we have seen, is well developed in speltoids. Many of the weakly
keeled forms seem to fall into a fairly well defined class and have, in
addition to the weak keel, glumss that invest the grains a lit~h more
closely, a slight collar at the base of the glume, and a moderately lax ear.
T h e y suggest in fact that between K and k there may exist auother
group of :factors K,, close to k, but no crosses have been made to test
this possibility, and there is no question that 5his ~yps is so near the
rmmd-ghmed type that an F~. would be impossible to classify since the
heterozyg0te is almos~ certain to be intermediate. Again, a few varieties,
such as' the Australian "Cedar," have g h m e s t h a t are much tougher
than those of the class just described, and perhaps a rather stronger
9keel. There is thus no question that there are a number of forms intermediate between round-ghmed suZga~'e and speltoid, and the genetic
relation of these intermediates to the latter types is quite unknown;
indeed it cannot yet be s~id how many types exist, but it is probably
Significant that in the forms I have examined there is a clear tendency
for development of keel and toughness of glume to go together, as would
be expected from the genetic evidence on the types that have been
Studied. The restflts of Nilsson-Leissner(n) should be of value here.
Turning now to the 28-chromosome group we find a similar state
of affairs. It was stated (p, 9) that all forms of orientale, ~oIonicum,
durum, turgidum and l)yramidale have loose, keeled glumes, and a tough
rachis. TNs statement needs the qualification t h a t the keel is not always
developed to the same extent; and in some forms, especially in du~'um,
it may be weak. In dicocea~m also, as described by Percival, grades of
keels almost down to the round-glumed ~)ersieum can be found. As in
the ~ugya~'egroup, these various types of keel have not yet been properly
classifed, and no genetic evidence is available a,s to their relation to the
other types'we have dealt with.
l%r these reasons it is premature to discuss the systematics of the
genus in tile light of the genetic resNgs presented. Investigation of the
glume and raehis characters was begun by the writer with the belief t h a t
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they had a more definite value iu classification than they are now known
to have, and it was hoped that knowledge of their genetic relation might
give wluable information on the eom'se of evolution in the genus.
Nevertheless it cannot be donb~ed ~hat the characters in question have
an important relation to classification. ,Several examples can easily be
quoted. Thus, the dieoee~cm and Sl)elta types are confined to their
respective species in ~he 5wo different groups. A sbrongly keeled glmne
characterises the maiority of forms of the 28-chromosome group and is
found in the 62-chromosome group only in the type Speltoid, which has
probably originated from w@a~'e in the manner suggested by Wings;
moreover ~his type is distinguished by a group of characters which do
not exist together in the 28-chromosome group. Finatly a round glume
is comnmn in the wdgc~'egroup, but in the other group is found in a few
forms only. In these circumstances it seems probable that, even if it be
premature at the present s~age ~o build conclusions on ~he results given,
yet a thorough study of variation in the characters we have been discussing and a thorough knowledge of their inheritance should help us
to understand the genetic relation and origin of the whea~ species. The
factorial system put forward here is not yet finally proved; but though
ifi may need modification it lmdoubtedly gives a simple explanation for
a large 'number of complicated facts, and it probably indicates the
direction along which a solution is most likely to be found. The fac~
that so many types exist, and tha~ segregation of groups of completely
linked factors probably occttrs, points the need for caution in formulating
the true genetic reIation between the types investigated.
Vavilov has pointed out(is) ~ha~ rela~ed species show parallel series
of- variations. In the two wheat groups we have been considering it is
interesting to see that we have two series of variations--from roundglumed ao.gidt~m to dicocc~m and from v~dga~eto Sl)elta--which are not
qN8e parallel but are nevertheless due to the same factor changes: from
k to K and Ks in each case. Owing to some fundamental genetic difference,
in this case the extra chromosomes of the v~dgase group, the effect of a
factor may appear to be different in differen~ species. It seems probable
here, to give ~he most strildng example, that Ks brings out in the vtdga~'e
group a character which it does not produce in the dicoeC~m group, viz.
fragility of the raehis just below each spikelet. This conclusion may be
of general interest, and encmtrages the hope that in o~her genera, as in
wheat, variation in allied species may be represented by the same
genetic changes even in cases where this does not at first sight seem
possible.
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Important char/cters in classifying wheats are the presence or
absence of a keel on the glume, whether or nofi the glmnes are tough
and inves~ ~he grains closely, and whether the rachis is brittle or tough;
the characters are closely associated. Within the second (28-chromosome)
and thfl'd (42-chromosome) groups there is a considerable range of
variation in these characters, but the following forms may be taken as
~ypical:
(a) 4-2-chromosome group.
(1) With round, loose glumes, and ~ough rachis; common in vuFgare,
and here referred to as vulya~'e type.
(2) Wibh keeled, tough glumes, tough rachis and lax ear; the type
speltoid.
(8) With keeled, very tough glmnes, brittle raehis and lax ear;
characfierising T. N2)elta.
(b) %-chromosome group.
(4) With rmmd, very loose glumes, and tough rachis; found only in
T. 2ersieu~ Vav.
(5) With keeIed, loose glumes, and tough rachis; fo~md in most
forms of turgidum and durum, and some other species, and herereferred
to as the turgictum type.
(6) With keeled, tough glumes, and brittle rachis which breaks above
each spikelet instead of below as in SiJelta; found only in dieoecum and
the wild dicoceoides, and here referred to as the dieoceum type.
Types (1), (2)and (3) may be classed as kk, KK and KsKs where k,
K and Ks represent three factors in a series of multiple allelomorphs, or
three groups of completely linked factors having a similar genetic
relationship; the latter view is.the more probable.
Types (4), (5) and (6) are related to each other by the same factors
as types (1), (2) and (3); except that in type (4), persicu~% the factor in
the group k which affects the density of the ear has probably been
changed.
The differences between types (1) to (3) and the corresponding types
(4) to (6) are due to the exfira chromosomes of the former, which carry
a factor K':having an effect similar in natttre to that of K or Ks. The
formtflae of the ~ypes in question may be written:
dicoccum= (Ks-Ks)
perslcum=(tr~) +some oth6r change turgidum
duru~7~ ~I = (If,K)
vulgate ----(kk) K ' K '
spel~oid = ( K K ) K'K" Spe~t~ -- (KsKs) K ' K '
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where factors enclosed in brackets are carried by chromosomes that pair
in the species hybrids, and K' is carried by the extra chromosomes of
the vul.qare group.
That k, K and Ks are related as multiple allelomorphs is supported
by the fact that all have a similar linkage value with the factor for awns.
The identity of K in speltoid with K in turgidum has been shown in a
previous paper. The identity of Ks in dicoccum with Ks in Npelta is
supported by a cross between tu~yidum and S2elta studied by the writer,
and by various intergroup crosses described by other workers. That the
extra chromosomes carry K' is suggested by a morphological comparison
between appropriate types.
The theory put forward is not regarded as conclusively proved, but
undoubtedly gives a simple explanation of a large number of complicated
facts. Though supported by a morphological comparison between the
types in question it shows, if true, that in two groups of forms differing
genetically in some fundamental way (here the difference is the extra
chromosomes of the vulgate group) the same series of factor changes
(here from k to K and Ks) may cause morphological changes that are
not quite parallel iu the two groups, and produce types that do not
appear, phenotypically, to be related by the same factors.
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EXPLANATION

OF P L A T E

I.

Fig. 1. Ears of (a) T. persicu~rt var. "Persian Black," (b) round-glumed tutti&on extracted
fl'om the cross "Swedish I r o n " x "l~ivct," (c) T. turgidum var. "l~ivet," (d) in
dicoccum var. "Ajar," (e) T. vulgate var. 'Swedish Iron," (f) speltoid extracted from
the cross "~wedish Iron" x "I~ivct," (g) T, s
var. "White Spelt." All x ~ .

